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Recently, Randall and Sundrum proposed a solution to the hierarchy problem where the background space-
time is five dimensional. There are two 3-branes, and the mass scale for fields that propagate on one of the
3-branes is exponentially suppressed relative to the fundamental scale of the theory, which is taken to be the
Planck mass M Pl . In this Brief Report we show that bulk fields with a five dimensional mass term of order M Pl
have, after integrating over the extra dimension, modes with four-dimensional masses that are exponentially
suppressed as well. This opens the possibility that in this scenario the standard model matter fields may
correspond to degrees of freedom that are not confined to a 3-brane. @S0556-2821~99!00822-X#
PACS number~s!: 04.50.1hIt has been recently proposed that the existence of addi-
tional compact spatial dimensions could account for the large
hierarchy between the electroweak scale and the Planck scale
@1#. In these higher dimensional models, spacetime is usually
taken to be the product of a four-dimensional spacetime and
a compact n-manifold. While gravity can propagate freely
through the extra dimensions, standard model fields are con-
fined to four-dimensional spacetime. Observers in this three-
dimensional wall ~a ‘‘3-brane’’! will then measure an effec-
tive Planck scale M Pl
2 5M n12Vn , where Vn is the volume of
the compact space. If Vn is large enough, the fundamental
Planck scale M can be on the order of 1 TeV, removing the
hierarchy between the weak and Planck scales. Unfortu-
nately, the presence of large extra dimensions does not nec-
essarily provide a completely satisfactory resolution of the
hierarchy problem, which resurfaces in the form of the large
ratio between M and the compactification scale mc5Vn
21/n
.
Randall and Sundrum @2# have proposed a higher dimen-
sional scenario that is based on a non-factorizable geometry,
and which accounts for the ratio between the Planck scale
and weak scales without the need to introduce a large hier-
archy between M and mc . Their model consists of a space-
time with a single S1/Z2 orbifold extra dimension. Three-
branes with opposite tensions reside at the orbifold fixed
points, and together with a finely tuned negative bulk cos-
mological constant serve as sources for five-dimensional
gravity.1 The resulting spacetime metric contains a redshift
factor which depends exponentially on the radius of the com-
pactified dimension:
ds25e22krcufuhmndxmdxn2rc
2df2, ~1!
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1This setup is analogous to the Horava-Witten scenario @3# which
arises in M theory. For a discussion of how the scenario described
above Eq. ~1! may arise from string theory compactifications, see
@4#. Supergravity solutions which also exhibit exponential hierar-
chies are worked out in @5#. Extensions of Eq. ~1! to curved
3-branes can be found in @6#. Cosmological implications are found
in @7#.0556-2821/99/60~10!/107505~4!/$15.00 60 1075where xm are Lorentz coordinates on the four-dimensional
surfaces of constant f, and 2p<f<p @with (x ,f) and
(x ,2f) identified, and the 3-branes located at f50,p].
Here, rc sets the size of the extra dimension, and k is taken to
be on the order of the Planck scale.
It is shown in @2# that the four-dimensional Planck scale is
given by
M Pl
2 5
M 3
k @12e
22krcp# , ~2!
so that M Pl is of order M. Also, a field confined to the
3-brane at f5p with mass parameter m0 will have a physi-
cal mass given by m5m0e2krcp. Thus, if krc is around 12,
the weak scale is dynamically generated while all fundamen-
tal mass scales are on the order of the Planck scale; i.e., there
is no very large hierarchy between M and mc51/rc . In ad-
dition to this, it is also found that on account of the expo-
nential redshift factor in Eq. ~1!, Kaluza-Klein gravitational
modes in this spacetime have TeV scale mass splittings and
couplings @8#. This is in sharp contrast to the Kaluza-Klein
decomposition in product spacetimes, which for large com-
pactified dimensions gives rise to a high number of light
modes ~with splittings of the order of the compactification
scale! that are coupled only with gravitational strength. The
large number of light Kaluza-Klein modes has important
phenomenological implications @9#. For example, astrophysi-
cal constraints imply that for two extra dimensions M.30
TeV @10#.
In this Brief Report, we extend these results by carrying
out the Kaluza-Klein decomposition of a non-gravitational
scalar bulk field2 propagating in the spacetime corresponding
to Eq. ~1!. Naively, one would expect even the lightest
Kaluza-Klein modes to have masses comparable to the mass
of the bulk scalar and to have self-interactions set by the
Planck scale. Instead we find that the mass spectrum of the
four-dimensional Kaluza-Klein modes is suppressed by a
factor of e2krcp relative to the five-dimensional scalar mass.
2Other aspects of field configurations in the bulk have been stud-
ied in @11#.©1999 The American Physical Society05-1
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scale that sets the non-renormalizable self-couplings of the
light modes. If the bulk field mass and self-couplings are set
by the Planck scale and as above krc is around 12, the low-
lying Kaluza-Klein modes would be characterized by a scale
which is on the order of 1 TeV and could therefore have
significant phenomenological consequences: Standard model
particles could be low-lying Kaluza-Klein excitations of bulk
fields.
First consider a free scalar field in the bulk. The action is
S5
1
2E d4xE2p
p
dfAG~GAB]AF]BF2m2F2!, ~3!
where GAB with A ,B5m ,f is given by Eq. ~1!, and m is of
order M. After an integration by parts, this can be written as
S5
1
2E d4xE2p
p
rcdfS e22s(f)hmn]mF]nF
1
1
rc
2 F]f~e
24s(f)]fF!2m
2e24s(f)F2D , ~4!
with s(f)5krcufu. To perform the Kaluza-Klein decompo-
sition, write F(x ,f) as a sum over modes:
F~x ,f!5(
n
cn~x !
yn~f!
Arc
. ~5!
If the yn(f) are chosen to satisfy
E
2p
p
dfe22s(f)yn~f!ym~f!5dnm ~6!
and
2
1
rc
2
d
df S e24s(f) dyndf D1m2e24s(f)yn5mn2e22s(f)yn ,
~7!
then Eq. ~4! simplifies to
S5
1
2 (n E d4x@hmn]mcn]ncn2mn2cn2# . ~8!
As in usual Kaluza-Klein compactifications, the bulk field
F(x ,f) manifests itself to a four-dimensional observer as an
infinite ‘‘tower’’ of scalars cn(x) with masses mn which we
find by solving the above eigenvalue problem. After chang-
ing variables to zn5mnes(f)/k and f n5e22s(f)yn , Eq. ~7!
can be written as ~for fÞ0,6p)
zn
2 d
2 f n
dzn
2 1zn
d f n
dzn
1F zn22S 41 m2k2 D G f n50. ~9!
The solutions of this equation are Bessel functions of order
n5A41m2/k2. We thus find10750yn~f!5
e2s(f)
Nn
FJnS mnk es(f)D1bnnY nS mnk es(f)D G ,
~10!
where Nn is a normalization factor. The condition that the
differential operator on the left-hand side ~LHS! of Eq. ~7! be
self-adjoint forces the derivative of yn(f) to be continuous
at the orbifold fixed points. This gives two relations that can
be used to solve for mn and bnn , yielding
bnn52
2JnS mnk D1 mnk Jn8S mnk D
2Y nS mnk D1 mnk Y n8S mnk D
~11!
and
05@2Jn~xnn!1xnnJn8~xnn!#@2Y n~xnne2krcp!
1xnne
2krcpY n8~xnne
2krcp!#2@2Y n~xnn!1xnnY n8~xnn!#
3@2Jn~xnne2krcp!1xnne2krcpJn8~xnne2krcp!# , ~12!
where xnn5mnekrcp/k . For ekrcp@1, this last condition sim-
plifies to
2Jn~xnn!1xnnJn8~xnn!50. ~13!
Figure 1 shows the lowest root of Eq. ~12!, x1n , as a function
of m/k . Because the lightest modes have xnn of order unity,
we see that their masses are suppressed exponentially with
respect to the scale m appearing in Eq. ~4!. Since we take m
of order of the Planck scale and krc around 12 these light
modes have masses in the TeV range. The exponential sup-
pression can be understood from Eq. ~10!: the modes yn(f)
are larger near the 3-brane at f5p , and consequently it is
more likely to find the Kaluza-Klein excitations in that re-
gion. Therefore their masses behave in the same way as
masses of fields confined to the brane at f5p , which are
characterized by the TeV scale.
FIG. 1. Plot of x1n versus m/k in the region where m/k is order
unity.5-2
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constant and x1250. It can be obtained from Eq. ~10! and
Eq. ~11! by a limiting procedure. When x1n is small Eq. ~12!
yields
x1n.
1
A2
S mk D ekrcp. ~14!
Consequently x1n increases to near the minimum value
shown in Fig. 1 over an exponentially small region of m/k .
For the remainder of this paper we assume m/k is of order
unity.
For the low lying modes, the coefficient bnn is of order
e22nkrcp and we can safely ignore the Y n(zn) term with re-
spect to Jn(zn) when performing integrations involving the
yn(f). Thus, to a good approximation,
Nn.
ekrcp
Akrc
An , ~15!
where
An5Jn~xnn!A11 42n2
xnn
2 . ~16!
We now turn our attention to possible self-interactions of
the bulk scalar. From the four-dimensional point of view,
these induce couplings between the Kaluza-Klein modes.
Here, we concentrate on the self-couplings of the light
modes. Just as in the case of the mass spectrum, we find that
the exponential factor in Eq. ~1! plays a crucial role in de-
termining the effective scale of the couplings. If the Planck
scale sets the scale of the five-dimensional couplings, the
low-lying Kaluza-Klein modes have TeV range self-
interactions. First consider a term in the action which is of
the form
S int5E d4xE
2p
p
dfAG
l
M 3m25
F2m, ~17!
where l is of order unity. Expanding in modes, the self-
interactions of the light Kaluza-Klein states are given by
S int5E d4xE
2p
p
rcdfe24s(f)
l
M 3m25
cn
2mS ynArcD
2m
.
~18!
Thus, the effective four-dimensional coupling constants for
the cn
2m interactions are
leff5
2l
~Mrc!m21M 2m24~krc!
E
0
krcp
dse24syn
2m
, ~19!10750which in the large krc limit become
leff.2lS kM D
m21
~Me2krcp!422mE
0
1
r4m25drFJn~xnnr !An G
2m
.
~20!
Such couplings can also be induced by derivative self-
interactions of the bulk field. For example, the term
S int5E d4xE
2p
p
dfAG
l
M 5m25
~2GAB]AF]BF!m
~21!
has a piece which contains only derivatives with respect to
f:
S int5E d4xE
2p
p
rcdfe24s(f)
l
M 5m25
cn
2mS ~]fyn!2
rc
3 D m.
~22!
From the point of view of four-dimensional observers, this
yields a cn
2m interaction with a coupling constant
leff5
2l~krc!2m21
~Mrc!3m21M 2m24
E
0
krcp
dse24sS dynds D
2m
. ~23!
For large krc , this becomes
leff.2lS kM D
3m21
~Me2krcp!422m
3E
0
1
r2m25drF ddr S r2Jn~xnnr !An D G
2m
. ~24!
In either case, we see that the the scale relevant to four-
dimensional physics is not M, but rather v5Me2krcp. The
Kaluza-Klein reduction has led to an exponential enhance-
ment of irrelevant couplings from Planck scale to only TeV
scale suppression.
We have seen that in the Randall-Sundrum compactifica-
tion scenario, bulk scalars have low lying Kaluza-Klein
modes with four-dimensional masses of order of the weak
scale and four-dimensional non-renormalizable interactions
suppressed by powers of the weak scale even though from a
five-dimensional perspective their masses and interactions
are characterized by the Planck scale. This is similar to what
occurs for the fields localized on the 3-brane at f5p . It
happens because the Kaluza-Klein eigenfunctions yn(f) are
dominated by the region of f near p. Note that this is also
similar to the Kaluza-Klein excitations of the graviton field
@8#. However, the zero mode ~i.e. the four-dimensional gravi-5-3
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and from a four-dimensional perspective, gravitational inter-
actions are still suppressed by the Planck scale.
Results analogous to those found here for scalars also
hold for vector fields. Bulk fields can be standard model
fields. However, the construction of even semi-realistic mod-10750els based on these ideas awaits a mechanism for generating a
potential to stabilize the radius of the extra dimension, rc .
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